The hostages of the said citizens, given to the king for the security of the city, shall be delivered, except the hostages of the prisoners of the king's said son; and likewise except the hostages of fugitives of the city, if any have been given to the king.

Contribution shall be made to the said ransom for the goods of citizens deceased since the time when the citizens submitted to the king's will, in proportion to their wealth, as in the case of the other citizens who survive; and like contribution shall be made from the goods of all men of the said town who are of the king's change there.

All the goods of the good men of the said city, by whomsoever plundered without warrant from the time when the citizens submitted to the king's will, except the goods of Richard de Walebrok, shall be wholly restored to them.

The said citizens shall be at liberty to trade with their goods and merchandise throughout the king's land and power freely and without impediment of the king or his men, as well by sea as by land, as they think fit, quit of all custom, toll, and paage, and shall stay wheresoever they will in the realm for their said business as they used to do in past times, until fuller ordinance be made touching the state of the said city by the king's council.

None of the city, who can be manifestly proved to have been in the disturbance the enemy of the king or his son, shall stay henceforward or be conversant in the said city.

See the schedule attached more fully and better expressed.

MEMBRANE 35. Schedule.

Jan. 10. A fair copy of the above, with the interlineations included.

Northampton.

Jan. 11. Mandate to John Wallerand and John de la Linde, keepers of the city of London, as the king has taken into his peace all the citizens of London in the form granted to them in letters patent, to deliver the hostages of the said citizens which are in their keeping, except the hostages of those citizens whose bodies the king granted to his son Edward, and the hostages of fugitives of the said city, if there be any in their keeping; and to let them go where they will.

Like letters are directed to the constable of the castle of Rochester.

MEMBRANE 35—cont.

[Jan. 10. To the countess of Flanders. Whereas for the amelioration of the city of London, the king, at the instance of his magnates of his council, has taken the citizens of the said city into his grace and peace, and released to them all his indignation and rancour of mind conceived against them by occasion of the disturbance in the realm, whereby he has granted to them all their goods arrested in the ports of Flanders; he requests her to cause these to be delivered to the said citizens without delay or difficulty.

Mandate to John Walerand and John de la Lind, keepers of the city of London, to deliver the hostages as above.

The like to the constable of the castle of Rochester.